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ARTICLE V. 

SOME EVIDENCES OF ARYO-SEMITIC KINSHIP. 

BY PROFESSOR ALLISON EMERY DRAKE, PH.D. 

THE languages of Europe are divided by philologists into 
two families, the Aryan (Indo-European) and the Scythian 
(Ural-Altaic). The latter includes Lappish, Finnish, Hun
garian, Turkish, and Basque, which last is the language of 
some 600,000 people living around and back from the angle 
of the Bay of Biscay. 

The Aryan family of languages extends geographically 
from Iceland to India, not to speak of the continents seized 
and peopled by Aryan stock within the last four hundred 
years; and it has been classified into some ten or twelve groups. 
The original home of the Aryan family has been the subject 
of much and varied conjecture by scholars. The question is 
still sub judice, as it is likely to continue to be so long as the 
Aryan peoples are viewed by philologists as autochthonous, or 
fundamentally unrelated by speech to any other peoples. Phi
lologists are extremely pessimistic regarding any question of 
possible kinship of the Aryan languages with any others. It 
is, moreover, assumed that, after all the thorough examina

tions made with a view tc? connecting the Asryan langua~s 
with others; if any such kinship ever existed, all traces of it 
have in the lapse of a~s been mutilated past possible recog
nition; and that it is therefore futile at this late date to 
search for such traces. But so much depends upon the nat
ural and the acquired equipment of the investigators in such 
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matters that such assumptions seem to me to be quite unsci
entific. 

It is the purpose of this paper to present some evidences 
(hitherto presented by no other writer) showing that the 
Aryan languages are fundamentally Semitic. I am pleased 
to liken the languages of Europe, not to so many pieces of 
stalagmite formed by chemical deposit in the quiet of some 
subterranean cavern, but rather to so many pieces of breccia 
or porphyry or, perhaps better still, bric-a-brac relics taken 
from the ashes of some great urban conflagration, and con
taining fragments of china vases, cups, dolls, and what DOt, 

more or less fused and cemented together. The propriety and 
helpfulness of this latter mode of representation will appear 
more fully as we proceed. 

Let us consider the Latin phrase trater Ciceronis. The 
most elementary books on Latin tell us that the phrase may 
also be written Ciceronis trater; but exhaustive treatises on 

Latin grammar do not tell us which is the older way of writ

ing such a phrase. The same is true regarding the cor
responding phrases in Greek, in Sanskrit, and in other Aryan 

languages. The matter seems to me to be worthy of investi
gation. 

In Japanese and in Chinese (Mandarin) the order of words 

in such a phrase is invariably as in Ciceronis /rater. This 
is the regular Scythian order (being the invariable order in 
Basque and in Turkish). In English, too, the genitive is 
always prepositive; that is, we sa, Cicero's brother but can
not say brother Cicero's, though in Anglo-Saxon either order 
was permissible (sunu Wihstanes, Beowulf, 2753; WihsttJrlts 
sunu, Beowulf, 3077). The genitive is invariably prepositive 
in Swedish and in Dano-Norwegian, but may be either pre
positive or postpositive in Icelandic, as also in German and 
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in Bohemian. In the Celtic languages, however, the genitive 
is invariably postpositive. Welsh lacks inflection to mark 
the case of nouns, but places the genitive invariably after the 
noun on which it depends. The following examples will help 
to fix the foregoing statements in mind (see Gen. xiv. 12) ;-

PuPosITIVI: GENITIVE. 

(Japanese) ODDa no tamashll 
(a woman's BOul) 
onna no tuk1l8O 
(a woman's gar
ment) 

(ChInese) S han g-tl-tlh e n
hue1 
(God's grace) 
Shang-ti-t1h shu 
(God's book) 

(FInnish) AbramlD weI j e n 
pojan 
(Abraham's broth· 
er's BOn) 

(Hungarian) az AbrAm at(t)ya
llADak 1ljAt 

(Basque) Abranen analaren 
semea 

(Swedish) A bra m s broders 
BOn 

(Dano-Norwegian) Abrams Bro
ders Son 

(German) Abrams Broders 
Sohn 

(Anglo-Saxon) Abrames brothor 
sunu 

PosTPOBITIVE GENITIVE. 

(Greek) .,.~" ulbv.,.oli UeAf/loli "A.{Jpap. 

(Latin) 1l1lum fratrls Abram 

(Bohemian) l17Da bratra Abra-
mova 

(Welsh) tab brawd Abram 

(Gaelic) mac brathar Abraim 
(Old Gaelle) mace brathar atbar 

(a tather's brother's BOn) 
(Thesaurus Pal8!Ohlbernlcus, 
voL 11. p. 1(9) 

(Hebrew) b"en-hah"7 hab'(e)
ram· 

• My transliteration ot the Hebrew alphabet Is 88 tollows: 1. h 
2. b, b" 8. g, g" 4. d, d" 5. h' 6. v,(u, w) 7. z 8. ha 9. t 10. y 11. k, k' 
12.1 18. m 14. n 15.8 16. h' 17. p, pi 18. Z' 19. q 20. r 21. s' 22. s" 
28. t', t". 

It will be seen that I number the tour gutturals In the order 
of their occurrence (h, h', ha, h'); etc. 

The order of the words in the phrases above quoted is fixed 
in English, Swedish, Dano-Norwegian, Basque, Welsh, Gaelic, 
Old Gaelic, and :fIebrew. In the following exhibit, the sign plus 
( +) means an invariably prepositive genitive, the sign mi-
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nus (-) means an invariably postpositive genitive. The 
sign plus or minus (±) and the sign minus or plus (:;:) 
mean that the genitive may be either prepositive or postposi

tive, with a preference for the position indicated by the upper 

sign. 

j 

J 
~ 

Po8mo~ 01" TBB ADWOKINAL GBNITnK. 

Icelandlc 
(±) 

Lapplsh 

Finnlab 
(±) 

Swedish 
<+) 

Dfmo.Norwegian RUllllian 
<+) <+) 

Anglo-Saxon German 
<±) <+) 

Gaellc IIlugllab Bobemlan 
(-) <+) <+) 

Old Gaelle Welsh Hungarian 
(-) (-) (±) 

Baaque TnrldJb 
(+) <+) 

Latin Greek 
(+or-) <+ or-) 

Semitic 
<-) 

.Japaneae 
<+) 

CbIneIIe 
(+) 

Sanskrit 
<+or-) 

'IS • e-
ta 
~ 

i 
II 

My interpretation of these phenomena is that the original 
Aryan order was like the Semitic, but in all but the Celtic Ian-
guages became more or less modified through contact with 
Scythian. 

The Aryan languages, it is well known, are all sharply and 
completely separated from Scythian, Chinese, and Japanese 
through the use of prepositions instead of postpositions, and 
in this respect are in agreement with Semitic, which uses only 
the preposition. It is likewise well known that prepositions 
and postpositions with their objects were originally nouns 
(used adverbially) with dependent genitives, the object of a 
preposition being a postpositive genitive and the object of 
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a postposition being a prepositive genitive. Evidences of this 
are abundant in Semitic and Scythian and are not wholly 
lacking in Aryan. Note the following "prepositional sub

stantives" with dependent genitives: 81"., 'lMJpdf (like fire), 
8"",,, ~8GT" (like 'water), 8,,,,0" TPWO" (like a bird), 

To1j >.#yOWl "dp'" (for the argument's sake); (Latin) 'lIirlutis 
ergo (on account of valor), exempli gratia (for example), in

star montis (like a mountain), apis more (like a bee), labra
rum tenus (along the lips), id temporis (at that time). Note 
"that these" prepositional substantives" (as some grammarians 
call them) are mostly postpositive. That, I take it, is be
cause their assumption of the nature of prepositions is recent. 
The older prepositions in Aryan are in tenor strictly preposi
tive. For these additional reasons I conjecture again that 
the adnominaI genitive in primitive Aryan was, as in Semitic, 
invariably postpositive. In the following exhibit the plus sign 
( +) indicates the use of prepositions, and the minus sign 
( -) the use of postpositions. 

P08TPOBITIONB and PREPosITIONS. 

Icelandic Lapplsb 
(+) 

FlDDIBb 
(-) 

Swedish Japanese 
(+) (-) 

j 
Dano-Norweglan RU88lan 

(+) (+) "tI 
Anglo-Saxon German Chinese ID 

i 
(+) (+) (-) ~ Gaellc Engllsb Bohemian 

<+) <+) (+) f < Old Gaellc Welsh Hungarian 
(+) <+) (-) 

Basque Turldsh 
(-) (-) 

Latin Greek Sanakrlt 
<+) <+) (+) 

Semitic 
<+) 
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The position of a finite verb with respect to its subject in 
independent declarative propositions is worthy of our atten
tion. The subject nominative in such propositions is prepos
itive in' Japanese and in Chinese, and regularly so in Scythian, 
as also in. the Aryan languages except Gaelic. Note the posi
tion of the verb in the following Gaelic declarations:-

Is me solus an t-saogbaU (I am the light of the world). 
Is tu Rlgb. Israel (thou art King of Israel). 
Is cullean leomhaln Iudah (Judah Is a lIon'8 whelp). 
Is da bbrathalr dheug sinn (we are two brethreD ten). 
18 dee slbh (ye are gods). 
Is da bhrathalr dheug do sbelrbblslch (thy servants are two 

brethren ten). 
18 fMgiI'er Insalmso (this psalm 18 fMgiI'er) (Tbea. Palaeo .. 

vol. l. p. 85). 
Is brlathar de 1ns1n tra (that then Is the word of God) (WI .. 

I. 70). 
Is acber Ingalth Innocht (bitter 18 the wind tonlgbt) (14 .. Ii 

290). 

In all these forego~ng declarations, the Gaelic verb, as is 
seen, stands first. This is its .invariable position with respect 
to its subject. As witches and specters cannot cross a living 
stream, so the Gaelic mind cannot bring itself to place the 
subject before the finite verb. If the subject needs the em
phasis that might come to it from occupying first position, 
recourse is had to pleonasm, with apologies as it were, thus: 
Mise agus an tAthair, is aon sinn (I and the Father, are one 
we) . On the other hand, we English (and other Aryan pe0-

pies) have, as I see it, been so completely Scythianized. in 
this matter that we are unable to put the finite verb first in 
the ordinary declarative proposition. I f we cannot readily 
make the subject or some other important word or phrase 
precede the finite verb, we put in first place a meaningless 
expletive, such as there or it. Thus, we say, " It is good for 
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us to be here"; for which the Gaelic has: Is maith tlhuinne 
bheith an so ([it] is good for us to be here). Gaelic, there
fore, it seems to me, has in this matter resisted Scythian in
fluence or been but little, if at all, exposed to it. Doubtless 
the Welsh people, more widespread formerly than now, acted 
as a breakwater for the Gaels against the westward rolling 
tides of Scythians. It should, moreover, be remarked that 
other Aryan languages show unmistakable traces of what I 
conjecture to have been the original order of the finite verb 
and its subject in an Aryan declarative proposition. Thus, 
in English, in Greek, and in Latin, the usual order of words 
in certain parenthetical expressions is just like the Gaelic 
order of the main proposition; that is, the finite verb comes 
first. That the order of words in our parenthetical expres-

. sions, when different from the usual order elsewhere, is the 
more primitive is more than suggested by the fact that obso
lescent words survive longest in parenthetical expressions. 
Witness quoth in English, inquam in Latin, ~8' h (said he) 
in Greek, etc. 

1£ now we tum to Semitic, we find that " most usually the 
subject follows the verb," quite in agreement with Gaelic, 
except that, in this matter, Gaelic seems to have kept to the 
ancient way even more closely than has Semitic. 

The reader should further note that, alone of the Aryan 
tongues, Gaelic has kept the verb is distinct throughout the 
three persons and the two numbers. English has the form 
i.f only in the third person singular, Latin and Gothic only 
in the second person singular, etc. Gaelic, too, (and Welsh) 
has kept in use the nominative singular me, which most, if 
not all, of the other Aryan languages have replaced with a 
developed emphatic ich or ego or aham, etc. 

Let the reader now compare the use of Gaelic is in the sen-
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tences quoted above with the use of the Hebrew yesl (bis') 
in the following propositions:-

1. yell l(e)bel yaely lab"aa'outt b"lmmakem rab" ([It] Is la. the 
power ot my band to do you burt) (QeD. xxxi. 29). 

2. yest-Iy rab (there 18 muCh mIDe) (QeD. xxxill 9). 
a. yell-s"eber b'(e)mtzt(e)raylm( [there] (was) 18 corn la. Egypt) 

(Gen. xlll. "I, 2). 
'- yell belohtym l(e)yls'(e)rabel (God 18 Israel'l) (1 Sam. 

xv11. 46). 
5. h"eynaylm yest •.. lamou (eyes are .•• theirs) (Iu. xlIIi. 8). 
6. yest-t'1q(e)vaht ([there] 18 hope) (Jer. xxxi. 17; Job xi. IS, 

(xlv. 7». 
7. mah"-yes' t"ah"att.yad(e)ka (What Is UDder thy hand?) 

(1 Sam. xxi. 4). 
8. kty-b1m-Ieb"em qodes' yell (but [there] 18 boly bread) 

(1 Sam. xxi. 5). 
9. hlm-yes'-mlllyn (It [there] are worda) (Job xxxiU. 32). 

These Hebrew quotations, if compared with the Gaelic qu«r 
tations above given, cannot fail to impress the reader with 
the close similarity, as to form, position, and use, existing 
between Hebrew yes' (hisS) and Gaelic is, and with the dis
crepant features of what I am pleased to denominate Sey
thianiz~d English. Note that Hebrew yes' (his') regularly 
stands first in its proposition, except that conjunctions, rela
tive pronouns, and interrogative pronouns precede it. In these 
latter matters the Gaelic idiom is not essentially or noteworth
ily different from the Hebrew. In quotations 5 and 8 above 
given, Hebrew yes· is postpositive. These two instances are 
the only ones I have met with in Biblical Hebrew (but my 
observations do not quite cover the entire text). 

The mode of naming the numbers from 11 to 19 in the lan
guages. with which we ate dealing is a subject not unimport
ant for our discussion, only we must bear in mind that those 
numbers are but little used, and that the manner of naming 
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them is not fixed, among the more barbarous peoples. More
over, a fixed mode of naming those numbers can be easily 
borrowed by a people having no such fixed mode. Thus, the 
Japanese are known to have borrowed the Chinese mode of 
naming the numbers from 11 to 19. For "eleven men," 
" twelve men," " thirteen men," etc., the Chinese have expres
sions meaning, literally, "ten-one men," .. ten-two men," 
"ten-three men," etc. The Scythian mode is the same, ex
cept that the Finns are, in this matter, to be classed with Ar
yans. The Semitic names of the numbers from 11 to 19 are 
in strong contrast with the Chinese names, and mean, liter
ally, .. one-ten," .. two-ten," "three-ten," etc. (Latin u"de
cim, duodecim, tredecim, etc.). The following exhibit will 
be instructive:-

Icelandic 
(three-ten men) 

NUKBDS I'BOK 11 TO 19. 

Lapplsh 

FInnish 
(three-ten men) 

Swedish Japanese 
(three-ten men) (ten-three men) 

D8D~Norweglan RUSSian 
(three-ten men) (three-on-ten men) 

Anglo-Saxon German Chinese 
(three-ten men) (three-ten men) (ten-three men) 

Gaelic English Bohemian 
(three meJi ten) (three-ten men) (three-tell men) 

Old Gaelic Welsh H1II1I1lriBD 
(three men ten) (three men on ten) (ten-three men) 

Basque Turldsh 
(ten-three men) (ten-three men) 

Lat1D Greek Sanskrit 
(three-ten men) (three-and-ten men) (three-ten men) 

Semitic . 
(three-ten men) . 

With the exception of Finnish, the languages with which 
we are dealing in this paper are classified by the foregoing 
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exhibit virtually the same as by the exhibit of postpositions 

and prepositions; that is, the Aryan languages are in har
mony with the Semitic in the matter of naming the numbers 

from 11 to 19, as against the Scythian and Chinese (and Jap
anese) mode. English eleven and Iwel'lle (with their Teu

tonic cognates) are anomalously formed, unless, as I think. 
the -lev- of eleven (as also the -1'11- of twelve) means" ten." 

Note Hebrew heltp, meaning "thousand" (" ten (hun

dred)"?). The Gaelic ~ode of naming the numbers from 
11 to 19 seems unlike any other, but is really, I think, not 
radically different from the Semitic (and regular Aryan) 

mode. Note here a Hebrew phrase in Jer. xxxii. 9: rib(t)

h'ahl sa ( e )qalym 'IIah'as' arahl (seven shekels and ten). I 

conjecture that the Gaelic, as also the Semitic (and regular 
Aryan), mode of saying "thirteen men" was originally like 

this: "three men ten men." Very naturally, in fact almost 
inevitably, one of the words for "men" had, sooner or later, 

to drop out. Gaelic then simply dropped the second noun, 

and her sister languages dropped the first. The oldest Gaelic 

records are like the most recent in this matter, as the follow
ing quotations show:-

1. cole brot(t)u deae (8ve points ten) (Thee. Paleo., TO!. L 
pp. 18, 128, 2(2). 

2. cole blladn(a)1 deae (8ve years ten) (Id., I. 18, 128). 
-- 8. dlmllf deee (two thousand ten' (12,000» (Id., 1 6(0). 

4. dl hualr deae (two hours ten) (Id., II. 10, 10, 13, 21). 
5. trlmls deaee (three montb8 ten) (Id., 11 33). 
6. criat conadib napstalalb deae (Christ with his two apoatlel 

ten) (Id., 11 2154). 
7. -111- parsa deae (three particles ten) (141., i1 2155). 
& Be 'mblladnae deae (Blx years ten) (fcI .. ll. 8(8). 

There is a remarkable point of agreement between Gaelic 
and Hebrew in the construction of the infinitive to express 
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purpose. In Hebrew, infinitives with I(e) prefixed" serve 
to express the most varied ideas of purpose or aim" (Gesen
ius-Kautsch). In Gaelic, Ie placed before the infinitive" gives 
the idea of intent, purpose, to perform what is expresse~ by 
the verb" (Bourke's College Irish Grammar). l11ustrative 
examples are very numerous both in Hebrew and in Gaelic, 
and the beginning of the third chapter of Ecclesiastes (ver. 
2-8) contains a long series of infinitives expressing purpose. 
Hebrew here uses only the preposition I ( e) with the infini
tives, but Gaelic, apparently for the sake of variety, uses one 
or another of four prepositions: cum, do, Ie, and re (the last 
two being really the same .word). 

1. (Hebrew) b~t' lip (e) rouzt v ( e) b~t' llb (e) DOUt' (a time to 
break doWD aDd a time to build up) : 
(Gaelic) almslr do leagadb slos agus almalr do chur auas. 

2. (Hebrew) h~t' l(e)baqqea' v(e)h'et' I(e)hab'b'ecl (a time to 
get and a time to lose): 
(Gaelic) almslr Ie faghall agus almslr Ie calli. 

Aside from this extraordinary agreement between Gaelic 
and Hebrew in the use of the preposition Ie, I(e) with the 
infinitive to express purpose, a circumstance of no lit~le im
porta11Ce is the interchange of Gaelic Ie with Gaelic do. It 
will be of service to us to recall this interchange a little 
later 011. 

This same preposition (Hebrew I ( e), Gaelic Ie) has an
other frequent use important for the present discussion. In 
our English versions of the Bible the last words of the tenth 
commandment (Ex. xx. 17) are: nor anything that is thy 
neighbor's. The last word here quoted is a predicate posses
sive (predicate genitive), translating a Hebrew prepositional 
phrase (predicate): l(e)reh4e-. Gaelic likewise has here a 
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prepositional phrase (predicate): Ie do chomharstUfl. This 
agreement between Gaelic and Hebrew in using a. preposi
tional phrase (predicate) might be nothing but a coincidentt. 
but can hardly be classed as such, in view of the fact that the 
Hebrew preposition here used is I (e), and the Gaelic Ie. Ex
amples of this use of the preposition lee), Ie, is to be met 
with passim both in Hebrew and in Gaelic·; also in Old Gaelic: 
IS lad;a cid calldea (even Chaldea is God's) (Thes. Palzo .. 
vol. i. p. 134)". 

In Gen. i. 5 (and often elsewhere) Hebrew uses this same 
preposition I(e) in a way that must seem very strange to alI 
Aryan students of Hebrew, save the Gaelic. The Hebrew of 
this passage is: vayyiq ( e) rah helohlym lahaur youm (and 

God called to the light Day). Now Gaelic has here this same 
strange idiom, only the Gaelic preposition used is not Ie but 
do, which, however, we saw above interchanged with Ie in 
forming infinitive phrases of purpose, so that the Gaelic pre
position as ~ell as the Gaelic idiom here used is really iden
tical with the Hebrew. Old Gaelic has the same idiom: 
ainm maicc asbered saul duduaid (Saul used to call the name 
of son to David) (The!. Palzo., vol. i. p. 180). Furthermore, 
the ground form of the Hebrew word for called above quoted 
is qarah, and the modern Gaelic word for the same is gair, 
which is virtually the same in form as the Hebrew qaroh; 
that is, Hebrew q corresponds to Gaelic g. 

Turning now to Anglo-Saxon (and other Aryan languages), 
we shall here likewise find some very distinct fragments of 
Semitic syntax. Thus, Hebrew has only two tenses, tradi

tionally mown as preterite (perfect) and future (imperfect); 
and Anglo-Saxon has only two tenses, preterite and another 
tense which is translated as present or future according to 
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the demands of the context. Hebrew has two infinitives, the 
infinitive construct or inflected infinitive and the infinitive ab
solute or uninflected infinitive; and Anglo-Saxon has two in
finitives, one inflected and one uninflected. The Hebrew 
infinitive construct or inflected infinitive is very frequently 
used as the object of the preposition l(e). The Anglo-Saxon 
inflected infinitive is' always the object of the preposition to, 

cognate with .Gaelic do, which we saw above interchanged 
with Gaelic Ie. Let us compare now the uses of the Hebrew 
construct infinitive with I (e) prefixed and the inflected Anglo
Saxon infinitive with to prefixed:-

The Hebrew infinitive construct with I ( e ) pr~fixed is used 

1. (with great fnlquency) to express purpose: and Go4 16' 
,AetJt • ",e Ilrmamen' of. '1&e 1&eave.. I ( e) h"o1&1/1' h'Gl
hto1wwd (to give light upon the earth) (OeD. l. 17); 

2. Wltb tbe copula, like the Latin participle In -rUB: txqf(e)h'1J 
1&1fWB'emeB' Zabovh (and the SUD was about to go down) 
(OeD. xv. 12); 

3. with the copula, like the Latin parUclple In -dUB: vay(e)h'Y 
htas's"ab'ar IIs(e)g'our (and the gate had to be sbut) (Josh. 
II. 5). 

The Anglo-Saxon inflected infinitive (with to prefixed) is 
used 

1. (with great frequency) to express purpose: gs COfIIOft 'hit 
ZancI '0 .ceGtOfelsft6 (ye are come to spy out this land) (Oen. 
xlii. 12) ; 

2. wltb the copula, like tbe Latin participle In -rUB: .ende 
,1&otw1 t1&e t1/.u to .endmme eart (send him Wlbom thou art 
going to send) (mU'e quem m4a.VrUB 61) (EL Iv. 13); 

3. with the copula, like the Latin participle In -duI: '*""16' 

. Itmtf fl' #0 I1/lkme Oft mGtatIG handG (the Son of Man must 
be given Into the hands of men) (IlUua lwmittl8 'rcuJen4UB 
en ita matM18 1&omtt&Vm) (Matt. xvII. 22). 

The Hebrew infinitive absolute (uninflected infinitive) has 
two main uses:-
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1. The lD1lDltlve abaolute Is put before (or after) a flnlte mode 
of the same verb, usually to atreugthen the meaning or to 
expreaa the long continuance of an action. Thus, tIIOIA' 
PorMot' (thou shalt surely die) (Gen. II. 17). This, It seem. 
to me, may well be the prototype of the reduplication In the 
preterite of the. oldest AngJo.8uon verba and of verbal re
duplication in other Aryan languages. .. Reduplication of 
a root (originating 40ubtleaa In Ita complete repetition) baa 
come to be a method of radical Increment or atrengtbenlD( 
In various formative proceasea" (Whitney's Sauskrit "Gram
mar, sect. 2IS9). 

2. The infinitive absolute frequently appears as a substitute for 
&n7 1lnlte mode of any tense and person. Compare with dlis 
the Latin historical 1n1lnltlv8 and the Greek infinitive for 
the imperative. 

The agreement in use between Hebrew I ( e) and Anglo
Saxon to deserves our attention once more. The closing words 
of Gen. i. 29 in Hebrew are: lakem yih I(e)yeht l(e)hok(e)laJIt 

(it shall be to you to meat) ; for which the Anglo-Saxon is: 
thaet hig beon eow to mete (that they be to you to meat). 
Here Anglo-Saxon to translates Hebrew I(e); but Anglo
Saxon omits the first preposition. The use of to in the sense 
of for is very common in Anglo-Saxon and corresponds reg

ularly to Hebrew l(e); but survives in modern English, it 
would seem, only in the archaic phrase to wife and the col
loquial phrase to boot. For additional examples note the He
brew phrases in Gen. i. 14: 'lI(e)h2ayw l(e)hottoll tDI(e)

mouh·adym wl(e)yamym 'lI(e).saanym (and let them be to 
signs, and to seasons, and to days and years) ; and the Anglo
Saxon: and beon to tacnum and to tidum and to ciagvm aM 

to gearum (and be to signs and to seasons and to days and to 
years). This construction was more widely used in Hebrew 
than in Anglo-Saxon as we know it; thus, in Lev. xxvi. 12, 
Hebrew has 'lI(e)h2ayyt2y lakem lehlohlym (and I shall be 

to you to God) ; Anglo-Saxon: and ic beo eower God (and I 
&h~ll be your God); but note the Latin: malo est homiftilnu 
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avoritia (avarice is to men to an evil). "This use of the dat
ive [' to denote the Purpose or End '], once apparently gen
~ral [in Latin], remains in only a few constructions" ( Allen 
and Greenough's New Latin Grammar). 

In the foregoing pages I have presented a few of the evi
dences of Aryo-Semitic kinship that meet the observer at 
every turn. It is hoped they may stimulate the reader to fur
ther investigation of the subject. The conclusions which I 
have drawn here and in my other published works are in 
keeping with the findings of craniologists and I ethnologists, 
who assign to the fundamental stratum of the so-called Ar
yan peoples a Semitic origin. The ruling Aryan philologists 
of to-day, however, trusting in the dicta of the scholars of 
seventy and eighty years ago, have come into mature years 
without having gained an acquaintance with the Semitic lan
guages and are quite content to pursue their investigations in 
the Aryan languages without troubling themselves with the 
question of Aryo-Semitic kinship. Evidently, to detennine 
the true perspective of the development of the Aryan lan
guages will require a younger generation of scholars, ener
getic enough to embrace in their scheme of serious studies 
various Semitic, Aryan, and Scythian languages. 

[We regret to announce tbe deatb or tbe distingulsbed author 
or tbls article almost Immediately alter be !had flnlsbed reading 
tbe proor. Dr. Drake received tbe degree or Ph.D. trom Columbia 
University In 1895. Be was the author or .. Discoveries In Be
brew, Gaelic, Anglo-Saxon, Latin, Basque, and otber Caucaslc 
Languages," and .. Tbe [Triple] Authorsblp or tbe West Saxon 
Gospels [a Discovery]." His wOTk bas attracted the attention or 
scbolars everywbere.-TBIC EDrroL] 
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